Software Engineer - iOS Mobile Development
Indianapolis, Indiana
Diagnotes, based in Indianapolis, is a powerful, enterprise-grade clinical communication and
collaboration platform. Using concepts familiar to all mobile device users, it is fast to implement and
highly intuitive to adopt. Health systems, hospitals, and other healthcare organizations use Diagnotes to
automate essential clinical workflows, share clinical patient data, view on-call schedules, share photos
and attachments and more. Physicians, nurses and staff can communicate with each other via text,
voice and video, as well as with patients and caregivers, on a single platform. Diagnotes’
HIPAA-compliant platform is AWS cloud-hosted, allowing for easy integration with other applications
and software platforms.

Position Summary
Diagnotes is seeking an experienced, technically savvy Software Engineer to join its Product team,
focusing primarily on iPhone application development. The Software Engineer - Mobile Development
will contribute to writing and maintaining our native iOS applications, including feature development,
unit testing, debugging, and getting new releases out the door.
Primary Responsibilities
● Engage in sprint planning and review sessions, as well as backlog upkeep
● Development and unit testing of backlog items
● Support test and DevOps team members from code complete through release
● Respond to customer-reported critical issues
● Adhere to team standards around patterns, practices, and overall code structure and
architecture
● Contribute to new innovation and competitive advantage by way of mobile application
technology and development
Qualifications
● At least 3 years experience with native iOS development using Swift
● Experience building consumer apps that have been published through the App Store
● A desire to “build it right,” move fast, write tests, and spend some quality time refactoring
● Believer and practitioner of things like: TDD, Clean Code, continuous integration, software design
patterns (e.g. Gang of Four)
● Believer in taking time to create and maintain unit tests throughout the code base
● Skilled in prototyping, conducting research, clarifying requirements, and writing code+tests
● Bonus points for experience with building offline-capable iOS applications (i.e. local database,
synchronization, occasional connectivity, last-updated tags, etc.)
● Experience working on a small development team
● Exposure to different areas of the software project lifecycle (from inception through delivery and
subsequent maintenance)
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●

Aptitude towards learning new patterns/practices, and contributing to overall system
architecture

Culture and Work Environment
● We’re a startup… lean, fast, casual, ego-free, hard-working team
● Most of us work in the office most of the time; and we also work off-site “to get some work done”
● No specific limit on PTO; we’re all encouraged to take at least three weeks each year
● Opportunity for equity participation
● Competitive benefits offerings, such as medical, dental, 401K
● A healthy supply of (free) snacks, drinks, and good fresh-ground coffee
● Direct exposure to the local startup community, and to seasoned startup mentors
● The chance to make a huge impact in a short amount of time
Submit Resume to:
● Morgan Middleton
Operations Manager
careers@diagnotes.com
Diagnotes is an Equal Opportunity Employer. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for
employment without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age, disability or veteran status.
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